Announcements 4/14

• Read Brudno et al (2003)
  – LAGAN and Multi-LAGAN
  – May not cover in full detail

• HW3 due today

• Project progress report due tomorrow
  – Cannot use late days, but late homework policy will be applied if you need a little extra time

• HW4 released next week
  – Short, no programming, one week to complete
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• Seminar of great interest:
  – Fri Apr 15 at noon, Biotechnology Center Auditorium
    • Josh Stuart, University of California Santa Cruz
    • “PanCancer to Patient-specific Pathways”
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• Seminars of interest:
  – Thurs Apr 14 at 4:45 PM, Biotechnology Center Auditorium
    • Katherine Buxton, UW-Madison
    • “HyCCAPP: Hybridization Capture of Chromatin-Associated Proteins for Proteomics”
    • Benjamin Steyer, UW-Madison
    • “High throughput image based analysis of gene editing using ArrayEdit”